Zenith is the first endpoint protection platform offering a single agent for all endpoints – laptops, desktops, servers, and cloud – preventing multi-vector attacks with advanced AV, detection and response, PLUS visibility and hardening.

One Agent for Laptops, Desktops, Servers and Cloud

Endpoints come in many flavors. Laptops. Convertible laptops. Desktops and workstations. And then there are servers. On-premises hardware servers. Virtual machines. And cloud instances.

And those machines run lots of different operating systems - Windows, Windows Server, macOS, and lots of flavors of Linux.

If corporate-wide endpoint protection plus visibility is the goal, why would you ever settle for solutions that only function on a subset of your endpoints? Why not one solution for them all.

That Work’s Anywhere

Today’s reality is that employee and contractor endpoints are used anywhere, anytime – in the office, at home, in the airport, at a coffee shop, and in airplanes and hotels. And, you need protection plus visibility for those endpoints everywhere.

Your endpoint protection platform should work whether the user is down the hall, or half way around the world. Some endpoint solutions only work on the internal network domain. Ziften draws no such artificial boundaries. Protection plus visibility for endpoints on-the-network, off-the-network, and even offline.
The Choice is Clear

You can choose an endpoint protection platform that supports only client devices – ignoring the equal if not greater importance of servers, virtual machines, and cloud instances. Half a cake – at best.

Or you can buy separate endpoint protection and server and VM and cloud security and visibility products – investing more time, energy and budget. But you end up with a ‘patch-work’ solution cobbled together by a collection of vendor products. Expensive. Cumbersome.

Or you can find a single endpoint protection platform – capable of comprehensive protection plus visibility and hardening across client devices, servers, virtual machines, and cloud, avoiding the ‘half a cake’ and ‘patch-work’ options.

Ziften Zenith is the first endpoint protection platform offering a single agent for all endpoints – laptops, desktops, servers, and cloud – preventing multi-vector attacks with advanced AV, detection and response, PLUS visibility and hardening.

The Ziften Zenith difference is clear.